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Chapter Three 

Forms of Mind Consciousness 
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At that time, Broad-wisdom Bodhisattva asked the Buddha: "World-honored 
Buddha, you. once talked about Well-understanding-profound-meaning-of-mind

consciousness Bodhisattva. Why is that Bodhisattva given such a name? Tathagata, 

what is Well-understanding-profound-meaning-of-mind-consciousness Bodhisattva 
equivalent to?" 
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The world-honored Buddha answered Broad-wisdom Bodhisattva: "Very well, 
very well, Broad-wisdom, you finally ask me about the in-depth meaning of this. I 
know that you ask this for the sake of innumerable sentient beings' well-being and 
benefit. You ask this because you have sympathy for celestial beings, human beings, 
asuras and other sentient beings. You have the intention to aid them in attaining 

justice, benefit, and joy. Please listen carefully to what I am going to say about the 
profound meaning of mind consciousness. 
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"Broad-wisdom, you should know that the various sentient beings repeat their 

birth and death cycle in six realms. They arise in physical bodies either through 

oviparity (laying eggs), viviparity (bearing living young), or moisture, or they are just 
brought into existence through some kind of change. At the beginning of this birth 

process, the mind consciousness comprising all kinds of "seeds" matures, it 

reorganizes and combines, then grows and becomes bigger, and two things are ready 
for holding and receiving. One is the physical body and its functions, the other is form, 

name, classification, speech, incorrect thought and argument, and disposition. In the 

Form Realm, these two things are present, but in the Formless Realm, both are absent. 
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"Broad-wisdom, this consciousness is also named adana in Sanskrit. Why? It 
is because this consciousness is always associated with and held by the physical body. 
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It is also called alaya. Why? It is because this consciousness hides itself in, is carried 

by, and stays in our physical body as long as the body exists. Another name for this 
consciousness is mind. Why? It is because from this consciousness all sights, sounds, 

smells, tastes, and contacts derive, accumulate, nurture and grow. 
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"Broad-wisdom, because of the adana, the six consciousnesses appear and 
begin functioning. They take adana as the basis upon which all operations are built. 
These six consciousnesses are eye consciousness, ear consciousness, nose 

consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and mind consciousness. 

With mind consciousness, eyes and physical being work together as the conditions for 
seeing. Thus, eye consciousness occurs. Along with the occurrence of eye 

consciousness, the discriminating conscious functions simultaneously and experiences 
the same object. Ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, or 
body consciousness occurs with mind consciousness, because each of either the ear, 

nose, tongue, or body, and each of either the sound, smell, taste, or contact work 
together as conditions. Accompanying the occurrence of each consciousness, the 
discriminating conscious functions simultaneously and experiences the same object. 
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"Broad-wisdom, when only the eye consciousness operates, only one 
discriminating conscious operates simultaneously along with it. When the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth consciousnesses operate, there is only one discriminating 
conscious that operates simultaneously along with them all as well. Broad- wisdom, it 

is just like a great waterfall. When the conditions are available for the rising of one 
wave, there will be only one moving wave. When the conditions are available for the 
rising of two or more waves, there will be two or more moving waves. But the 
waterfall itself will disregard the moving waves and continue falling down in a stable 
tempo for endless time. It is also like a clean and clear mirror. When the conditions are 

available for the rising of one image, there will be only one image. When the 
conditions are sufficient for the rising of two or more images, there will be two or 

more images. But the mirror's face is there only as it is, it does not become an image, 
nor does it stop to reflect objects. Therefore, Broad-wisdom, the adana is like the 

waterfall that provides a base and support. When conditions are sufficient for the rising 
of eye consciousness, there will be eye consciousness. When conditions are sufficient 
for the rising of the five consciousnesses, there will be five consciousnesses. 
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"Broad-wisdom, although the Bodhisattvas have developed a certain kind of 
expedient, profound understanding of mind consciousness based on interpretative 
intelligence, it does not equal the definition given by the Tathagata. Broad-wisdom, 
when the Bodhisattvas explore inner realities and decide that they do not see the adana, 
the alaya, the accumulation, the mind, physical objects and eye consciousness, sounds 

and ear consciousness, smells and nose consciousness, tastes and tongue consciousness, 
body contact and body consciousness, mental activities and mind consciousness, they 
then deserve the name Well-understanding-perfect-truth Bodhisattvas. The Tathagata 
defines such people as well understanding perfect truth Bodhisattvas. Broad-wisdom, 
this name equals Well-understanding-all-profound- meanings-of-mind-consciousness 
Bodhisattva. The Tathagata decides to name these people as Well-understanding-all

profound-meanings-of-mind-consciousness Bodhisattvas." 

At that time, the world-honored Buddha reiterated the same meaning in the 
following verse: 

The adana is very thin, subtle and fathomless. 
All seeds in it are like a waterfall. 
I do not teach this to ordinary people. 
I am afraid that they will view it and attach to it as ego. 

Chapter Four 
The Forms of All Existent Beings 
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At the time, the Virtue-based Bodhisattva asked the Buddha: "World-honored 
Buddha, you spoke about the Well-understanding-various-forms-of-existent-beings 
Bodhisattva, why is he named so? What has he done to deserve this name?" 
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In replying to this question, the Buddha said: "How good you are, Virtue
based, that you ask me this important question which is of such profound meaning. 
You ask because you are concerned with the well being of innumerable sentient beings. 
You ask with a great hope that the sentient beings in this world, and the devas and 

asuras in the heavenly realm, will benefit and attain joys from my answer. Please 

listen to me attentively. I am now going to tell you the various forms of the existent 
beings. 
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"We may briefly classify and divide various forms of existent beings into three 
kinds: universal attachment, dependent origination, and perfect actualization. 
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"Universal attachment means that we create names for individual beings, and 
show the different nature of each existent being, and accordingly, appropriate language 

and speaking styles. Dependent origination means that various beings arise out of 
causes and conditions, and this is exactly the nature of all beings. We may also put it 

this way: Because there is one here, so there is the other one there; because there is one 

born here, so there is the other one born there. It also means that karmic action 

(samskara) is caused by ignorance, consciousness (vijnana) is caused by karmic action, 

and so on, as shown by the twelve chains of causes-and-conditions, finally resulting in 
all kinds of suffering in life. Perfect actualization means the truth that all beings are 

equal. Only the diligent Bodhisattvas who look for the truth bravely really recognize 

this. They follow the correct path in thinking, and do not distort it. They follow the 

right direction and go ahead with great effort in self-cultivation. Gradually, but finally, 

they prove that they can attain the utmost, perfect wisdom. 
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"Good gentleman, people with sick eyes have distorted vision, so it is with 

universal attachment. People with distorted vision see things not as they are. For 

instance, they see hair, but they also see illusory circles around hair, or they see bees 

and flies as lettuce, or see the same thing in different colors--green, yellow, red, or 

white. So is dependent origination. People with perfect eyes, without any sickness, can 
see the world clearly and correctly. This is perfect realization. 
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"Good gentleman, as the pure crystal melts and blends with blue dye, it will 

look like a sky-blue jewel and confuse people. These people will wrongly believe that 

it is a jewel. As it blends with red dye, it will look like amber and confuse people into 

thinking it is really amber. If the pure crystal blends with green dye, it will look like a 

big shell jewel and be mistaken by people for a shell. If it blends with yellow dye, it 

will look like gold and be mistaken by people for gold. Therefore, Virtue-based 

Bodhisattva, like all dyes' colors are reflected in crystals, so are all the habits of 

language and speech in universal attachment reflected in dependent origination. Like 
the mistakes made with blue jewel, amber, shell, and gold, so are the errors tightly 

held by universal attachment reflected in dependent origination. Like the pure crystal, 

so is dependent origination. Like all appearances occurring in that pure crystal, so is 
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attachment reflected in dependent origination. As we become aware that these two 
forms are at all times not real, without real essence, we comprehend perfect realization. 
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"Again, Virtue-based, universal attachment can be understood as being 
founded on the correspondence of form with name. It is due to universal attachment as 
reflected in dependent origination that dependent origination can be understood. As 

you are relieved from universal attachment as reflected in dependent origination, you 
understand perfect realization. 
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"Good gentleman, as Bodhisattvas can understand universal attachment as it 

is, as reflected in dependent origination, they then can understand the law of 

formlessness as it is. As Bodhisattvas understand dependent origination as it is, they 

understand all polluted forms of beings as they are. As Bodhisattvas understand 

perfect realization as it is, they understand all purified forms of beings as they are. 
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"Good gentleman, if Bodhisattvas can understand the law of formlessness as it 
is through dependent origination, they can terminate all forms of flaws and defilements. 

If they can do this, they will be able to attain the law of purified form. Thus, Virtue

based, as Bodhisattvas understand universal attachment, dependent origination, and 

perfect realization as they are, they become aware of all laws of formlessness, polluted 
forms, and pure forms, as they are. Because they know the formless law as it is, they 

terminate the flawed and polluted forms. By doing this they succeed in attaining the 

law of pure form. That is why I equate this attainment to the name of Well

understanding-various-forms-of-existent-beings Bodhisattva. The one with such an 

attainment is qualified and deserves this title." 
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At that time, the world-honored Buddha reiterated the same meaning by 
reciting the following verse: 

If we do not know the formless law, 
We cannot stop the flawed and polluted forms. 

If we cannot stop the flawed forms, 

It is impossible to attain the subtle and wonderful pure forms. 

If we do not perceive the flaws we have made in our behaviors, 

And if again we dissipate ourselves and 

Do things harmful to other sentient beings, 

We become lax in meditation and cease our concentration. 

How miserable are those who attain nothing but damage everything! 
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Chapter Five 

On Selflessness 
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At that time, Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva Mahasattva asked the 

Buddha: "World-honored Buddha, I once stayed alone in a quiet place, and thought 
that the world-honored Buddha has spoken about all of the various gatherings of 

beings, through innumerable means and approaches. He has talked about particular 

phenomena of gatherings, the happening of phenomena, the disappearance of 

phenomena, the permanent extinction of suffering, and the comprehensive 

understanding of all phenomena and ways of bringing an end to suffering. 
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"You have spoken in the same way about the various gatherings, various 

meeting places of sense and perception contacts, dependent origination, and the varied 
nutrients for physical and mental maintenance, nurture, and growth. 
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"You have talked about various 'truths', through innumerable means and 

approaches. You have talked about the comprehensive understanding of all particular 
phenomena of various truths, and the cultivation leading to self-verification and 

permanent extinction of suffering. You have also talked about various realms, through 

innumerable means and approaches, all various characteristics of realms, non-unified 

characteristic of realms, and the comprehensive understanding which leads to 

permanent extinction of suffering. You have talked about all phenomena of the 

mindfulness on positive and pure thinking, through innumerable means and 
approaches, the powers that can correct and things which will be corrected, and further, 

the cultivation which is practiced to make happen the positive that has not happened, 
and make stronger and larger the positive that has happened. The same way has been 
used by you to speak about mindfulness on positive and pure thinking, the cessation of 
suffering by means of right thinking, the power generated in the well motivated basic 

practice of investigation and concentration, the roots and abilities of the basic practice, 
the effects of this practice, and the major factors of wisdom and enlightenment. 
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"You have spoken about all phenomena of the Noble Eightfold Path, through 

innumerable means and approaches, the things that can correct and the things that will 
be corrected, and the cultivation to be practiced to make positive things happen, and to 

strengthen positive things that have already happened. World-honored Buddha, you 

have also said, 'all existent beings are without self-nature, they are without birth, so 

they are without death'. They are intrinsically tranquil, and nirvana is nothing more 

than their own nature. I do not understand with what secret intention or implied 

meaning the world-honored Buddha has spoken these, as you have said, 'all existent 
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beings are without self-nature. They are neither witlz birth nor death. Tlze_v are 

intrinsically tranquil, and nirvana is nothing more than their nature'. I am asking the 
Buddha for your kindness and mercy to explain these hidden meanings for us." 
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The Buddha then told Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva: "How nice of 
you to ask such a reasonable, in-depth question. You are asking because you want to 
benefit innumerable sentient beings, because you are pitiful for all devas and asuras 

and wish to bring them justice, joy and comfort. Please listen to me carefully. I am 
going to explain why all beings are without self-nature, why they are without birth and 
death, why they are intrinsically tranquil, and why nirvana is already inherent in each 
one of them. Superior-meaning-arising, you must know that I say this based on the 

implied meaning of three kinds of non-selfness: the non-selfness in forms of beings, 
the non-selfness in birth, and the non-selfness in ultimate meaning. 

��r · :L:1PJ§ir:td'§M§'/:1t1? �l§!§iit�HJ51T¥M§ • 1PJti.;J&? ll:tffii[q��:lz:ffe.b;f§ · �!:83 

§;f§�:lz:ffe.bt§ • �;J&��t§Mi3'/:1t§ · 

"Good gentleman, do you know why all beings are without self-nature? It is 

because all beings are attached universally through our estimation and imagination. 

Why is it so? It is because we create and propose concepts and names to set up forms 
for beings. These forms are not set up nor do they originate from their own particular 

characteristics. That is why we say that all forms of beings are selfless. 

:L:iPJ§iit±Mi3t1t1? §1§!§�1t1t<1i1!.iIBt§ • iPJtJ;J&? ll:t831?<1i1!.r�:1J;J&� · ?!:§�� · �;!& 

��±M§titi • 

"Why do we say that the arising of all beings are selfless? That is because all 
beings are dependently originated. Why do we say so? That is because all beings arise 

from a combination of causes and conditions, not from an intrinsic nature. That is why 
we say the arising of all beings is selfless. 

:L:1PJ§iitaBM13'/:1'/:1? §l§l§iit83±Mi3'11'/:1. ;f&��Mi3'11'11 ° �Pr�±i!v'.J\�tm•M 

§ '11'/:1 ° 1PJ t);!& ? :E�$fl/15JTr&iJ!Jlf- ' �MiGi&ltJffe.baBM § ·11·11 ° 1?<1i1!.IIB;f§?i:�mfll 

M•m:W-·�;f&v'.f\���-·M§tt�·m��$��·ffi·v'.J\�tm•Ml3tt�·WU 

;J&?-W�$$M�tt·��-··v'.J\��mM13tttt·�-W$aB�tJz:·Mi3tttt 

2.Mt61: • 8311:t!ZS1r&��-·M§'l1'11 • 

"Why do we say that ultimate meaning is also selfless? We say this because 

all beings are not born from self-nature. They become existent because of a 

combination of causes and conditions. Things arising from interacting conditions are 
called ultimate meaning without self-nature. In the pure and transparent situation, it is 
easy to see that non-self nature is the ultimate truth. Even for a phenomenon of 

dependent origination which is not pure and transparent, the non-self nature truth is 
still there. When we become fully aware and verify these phenomena, we attain the 

perfectly realized form of all beings, and that is again a realization of the truth that all 

beings are without self-nature. Why do we say this? Since all beings are without self

nature, this understanding is of ultimate meaning or is of non-self nature. This is the 
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ultimate truth of the phenomena of all beings, where no self-nature can be seen. It is 

for this reason that the ultimate meaning without self-nature is stated. 

��-}- , �YD�* , t§1mE1ii'li&'9;01J\m 0 �YD!illi@ , 'l'ft�J:5<�1m'li15fff!Ji�-w� 0 -

n"BiJH�mE1'li'li&'9;D#m 0 it1mJJG'liZPfTAAMl:�-WMI: 0 ��T, fltft(yo�=ti1mEl'li 

·ii i�.��:fiyl i§"--WU�it�� E1 'Ii 0 
"Good gentleman, some people see illusory flowers in the sky, the same is 

with the situation where the forms without self-nature appear. In the sky and in the 
shapeless space of the world, various things spread everywhere, but none of them has a 

fixed self-nature. So it is the same with the ultimate meaning of non-self nature. It 

appears everywhere showing evidence that all beings do not have any fixed self-nature. 
Good gentleman, I adopt the implied meaning of these three forms of non-self nature 

to demonstrate that all beings do not have any fixed self-nature. 

�-�·&'�JJG�ffi1mE1ttttm•w�-W�$1m�1m•·**��·E1tt�•0�� 

t&? ::Git§t§tifS1m?fT1=!, 1'j1J1m:f=J�, 1'!1J1m:f=Ji� 0 ::51m�1mi�, 1'11J**���, 1'liJEl'lii3'!. 

�0�$ttrS1m�Bffi1=%��%X6�•M1:0�Ml:JJG�ffi1mE1tt�m•w�-W�$1m� 

�-·�*��·E1tt�-0��Ml:?$�JJGttffiAAW•1mE1tttt·�mm�·�WW 

�·�$$tt�tt1mm·-W•��ffi�Ml:0�mm��Wfil�·�$$tt�tt�1m 

�·E8�m�1m�1m•0-WR��ffi�Ml:·**��·Eltt�•0 

"Ultimate-meaning-arising, I adopt the implied meaning of the phenomena 
without self-nature to show that all beings have no birth or death. They are 
intrinsically tranquil, and their nature is inherently in a state of nirvana. Why do I say 
that') If there is no fixed nature for all phenomena, there will be no birth, nor extinction. 
If it is so, it means that everything is inherently in tranquility and nirvana. It leaves no 
room (it is unnecessary) for any effort for people to attain nirvana. That is why I say 
there is neither birth nor extinction for all beings. They are originally tranquil and in 
peace. They are already in nirvana. Why? The ultimate meaning of non-self nature, as 
demonstrated by the fact that all beings are without self-nature, shows that the real 

essence of all beings resides in a changeless state, firmly and permanently, at all times, 

without interruption. No pollution will have any impact on this essence. Since it stays 
firmly in changeless state, it has no birth, and it will never disappear. It does not 
respond to or associate with any impure or flawed things. It has original tranquility. It 
stays in nirvana from the beginning of its nature. 

ng.;:j]Y;<�':I=. , �Fffl�"l�W$MFf�"!��Jl751JID'l�HJ5MJ\E1 ·11m El 'lit!z , #1FE8it75UID'lft(filiiIB 

�tt&��ttE1ttmE!tt�·�iL=�mE1tttt0�E8�ffl��®iIBE1tt&��•E1tt 

JJ��i):JJTil§·lfMJl8·1itY: · ttiL=fi�E1·11·11 ° 

"Again, Ultimate-meaning-arising, it is not because sentient beings in 

different realms view the nature of universal attachment as fixed, or view the nature of 
dependent origination or that of perfect realization as fixed that I decide to claim that 

none of these three has any real or fixed self-nature. It is because sentient beings add 
universal attachment to dependent origination and perfect realization that I decided to 
speak about the non-self nature of these three forms. 

��Hffi�E1ttffiMl:·���m��®iIBE1tt&��-E1tt$aiIB�W0MM�iIB� 

�.)l '' t111Mtz11;li!:E82iW�;�,[A!x: · E8��5ll�il':MI: · E8�§5ta§J;�� · 1J�1t(1iliiIBEl'li&�nX:W 

Att$���Hffi�E1ttffi0MM��·M�M���®iIBE1tt&�nX:WE1ttk·�� 

�ttffi�E1tt0E8��•·�&'*m�®IIBE1tt0E8��•·�mm�R�ffi�·�m 
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••�M�·�m±M�M�·�±�$����·���M·����·�rrmm� 

�rr1w± · �rr�ttm · �tr7e_t · �tr�ii1*1� · �rrA $ · �§tr=g=,1·� 0 
"Due to the phenomena of universal attachment, sentient beings begin to set 

up their own imagined concepts and language regarding dependent origination and 
perfect realization. Again and again, more concepts and speech appear, people use 
them, and take them for granted. Due to the afflictions produced from this increased 
use of language and concepts, people are inclined to add more universal attachment to 
dependent origination and perfect realization. Because of this cause, these sentient 
beings will be reborn again and again due to the law of dependent origination. They 
are thus contaminated and suffer either from the pollution of afflictions, or the 
pollution of actions, or the pollution of living. They then drift and suffer endlessly 
without any break in the cycle of birth and death, in the realms of hell, animals, hungry 
ghosts, heaven, asuras, and human beings. 

m*••±·���m·�*B*·*•gm·*m��·*��m•·*��wm· 

*�gfi�ffr�1!'&�=1-IJUi · Rm1tzi& · 11'.'<��13'11'1:1·1r�§�i:t · 1tzM�B · tJg15�

-1�.H�±fi$ · llii7J'�i'fT�*�'IW:�::f3C��tJU:t · B15�-t7Jfi · 1l,'±'f\tjN · rW�ml(,�, · 

1C,'±'f\tjNrW�,�.B · �Jt§�� · 15�§��i:t�g::f�ff · 15�§�gi!�gfJJ��� · �glEJiSJi'. · * 

f_lg;fRtJgf_lg;fR , *m1fi�!l'!�g%mi� , *IIlU!M§$Ug%��A , 83Jtt1El*����-�� , J'.J\� 

fi�ffr�1!'&�=ti�:fi 0 
"Furthermore, Ultimate-meaning-arising, many sentient beings have from the 

beginning never planted any seeds of goodness, nor cleared obstacles for knowing the 
truth. They discontinued their efforts. They did not learn enough about the right and 
ultimate knowledge, nor accumulated sufficient merits and wisdom as their spiritual 

nourishment. I will, for the sake of them, teach about the non-self nature of birth. I do 
this with a hope that they will, after hearing what I say, realize, according to their 
understanding, the impermanence of all beings and actions. They will, at first, realize 
with shock that all things finally break and disappear, and thoughts of renunciation and 
disgust will arise in them. As a result, they will stop doing negative things, and start 
doing positive things, and thus plant seeds of goodness, clear out obstacles for learning 
the truth, continue positive things, put more efforts in studying right and ultimate 
knowledge and accumulate more merits and wisdom as nourishment for better growth. 

1tz!Hl�D�fi§�g;fR7J.¥fi�ffr�1,�U&�=fi�ti ' �15�±�13'11'11$ ' *tJg�olt79;Dt§� 

13tt�»=•••�l3tttt·�-Wfi*�rr�·*rr•�·*rrmm·*�M�fflm 

•�·*�mm�••�·*�mm�±M�0�*m���$�·�ffi�l3tttt&a 

-�13tttt·m�%��--1;7Jfi�IT�i&·ITM�i&·ITMmi&·m�-tJJfflmM� 

i&·m�-tJJ•M�i&·m�-tJJ±M�i&0 

"Though these people have planted seeds of goodness, and have accumulated 

merits and wisdom, they have not yet fully understood the selflessness of phenomena 
and the two kinds of ultimate meaning of selflessness, both which fall in the category 
of non-selfness of arising. They are not detached from life and from desire. They are 

not liberated from vexations, karma, and defilements of life. The Buddha then teaches 
principles of truth to them, aids them in understanding that there is no 'selfness' in 
phenomena and in ultimate meaning. This teaching allows them to become detached 
from life and desires, and overcome all kinds of vexation, karma, and defilements. 

1tzM��?JT�i£B · 15�±�13'11'11$ · �gIT{§�H§�l3'11'11IIP9B�l3'11'11 · t�lH�,�, 

'It · �Dllim3! · 15�1:t<1i!1�13'11$ · �g::f¥J\��§t?JT¥J\13tit§ 0 ffi§�::f��t)( · ffi§§ft 

::f!liii:'&i!& · ffi§�Mllii��'&i& · �gi�1:t<1i!1M\t§ 0 15�fJU£$'&:1J?JTt� · tlbJ<�i��*t!t 
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� 0 63JJ:t�#J:1i�-t7Jfi , §§IE�,f, · §§IE/1.ll� , §§IE��Rft , §§���RfttJH� , � , �-=-11 

�im 0 
"As people hear about the Buddha's teachings, they become aware of the 

truth of selflessness and correctly understand that the selflessness of phenomena 
equals the ultimate meaning of selflessness as both fall in the category of the non
selfness of arising. They choose intelligently in their thinking and judgment. They 
become aware of all things as they really are and detach from the universal attachment 
regarding the nature of dependent origination. Because they are not contaminated by 

the misuse of concepts and language, and do not follow sense perceptions and fall into 
the traps of speech and the resulting vexations, their misunderstanding of dependent 
origination is ended. Due to perseverance in applying wisdom to each choice regarding 
every current situation, people can end causes for future rebirth. Owing to these 

reasons and causes in behavior, these people will have correct detachment from this 
world and desires. They will gain correct freedom from bondage. They will also attain 
universal liberation from the three kinds of defilements: afflictions, karma, and arising. 

m�--�·HWM*•tt�M·#rn�m�fi��·•m•L�-�-0��·*· 

tt�·/� · §?'lPD3K*11tt�·/� , #63JJ:tmJJ:tfilfrJ!i� · §�i�-L�M¥3l.M 0 -WVM - 1ilV 
•-�•·W��-�m�m·W��-�-m�·�•�=0ft���·W•��m 

�-* 0 �H�-w�·/WJf-cp '-�1111�·/�11tt' ���tNtt' �cpflHi' �fiJ;fR'/:1�·/w 

�Jjij 0 

"Moreover, Ultimate-meaning-arising, sentient beings with Sravaka 

inclination will also be able to follow this path to attain the ultimate peace and comfort 
of nirvana. Sentient beings with Pratyeka-buddha inclination and those with Tathagata 
inclination will be able to do so as well. All Arhats, Pratyeka-buddhas, Bodhisattvas, 
and Tathagatas share this superior pure path. They share this ultimate purification, and 
beyond this, there is no better path. That is why I say in an implied and subtle way that 
there is only one path or one vehicle, even though individual differences that make 
people ignorant, smart or normal exist. 

�:113-T ' ;:s=-fP]Jt!g�§M11tt1ffi*�-HiJo& ' 9li�§1'){�1itM9Jl11��1Jofi:1.Jf�{t� ' *�/('�§ 

%a�m•·mm�•�•=•=�m0W��?83�**m���-tt�·-rP:J�� 

�®®� , -rP:J·/:t!J�W3� 0 831&'.-rPJ�fJ�§§ , :Jik�-rP:J3iHHIJ£t§?'lW�$ 0 831&-rP:J 

m�W3·:Jik�-rP:J�mgm�fiffi�0ft�::f�-rP:J•�fiJ£tW�$�·-rP:Jm�B 

m§?'lfi?M'F� , &��:t� , §§1��-�•=•=�m 0 :lik��1&:ij�-rP:J��vM 0 ;:s= 

�rP:J�mVM11tt1ffi¥-tfJJo& ' ft#�F����-0 {PJJ;)�? 1&'.ret��RfttJH��!jl'.8 ' ;:s=�§� 

f��-·/�B� , 1i�?JT9;D�!l! , �il,,#PJa1�MRft , 831&'.IHJJ� El fiJ£t��fi1JDfiRfttJH��!l! 0 :lik 

�PD3Kfiffiri9:1&'.�WM•tt 0 
"Good gentleman, though the Buddhas have tried to make every possible 

effort to guide and benefit people who have wanted to become Arhats, these people 
cannot switch their goal toward a bod/ii-motivated effort right away, and therefore 
cannot attain ultimate, perfect, wisdom. Why is it so? It is because they have very low 
inclination and very weak compassion. They are afraid of various kinds of suffering. 

Owing to weak compassion, they are not used to do things in order to benefit others. 
Owing to their fear, they do not vow to initiate positive actions. I cannot say that 

people like these will be able to focus right away on the well-motivated bodhi effort, 
and thus attain ultimate perfect wisdom. That is why they are classified in the Sravaka 

inclination. If they decide to convert and seek ultimate bodhi enlightenment, then I 

will call them a kind of Bodhisattva. Why will I do so? Once they have become 
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liberated from vexations and been awakened by the Buddhas' teachings, they will be 
able to liberate themselves from the barriers they set by focusing on what they already 
know, so their minds will be relieved as well. Their original motive is still for self
liberation, but now more efforts are added to make them free from afflictions. For this 
reason, the Tathagata classifies them as having Sravaka inclination. 

q�;xrm•� ' PD�il�flt���f!5UitWtt*tfBfttujm'@��,P,ff���!x:it9J ' §��,,��J!���fi 

1i�lJU-aJ1� 0 ��-f- ' PD*1EL1�PD� =tifflU�:H1'1:193?*m�n�rJT11r�:f 7 •*� ' t)Jim 

ffi��$�·�-W$�•§tt·•�···**�··§tt�-0���$;s�� 

'I� · B1iJ:.o0o�1'N · Bm'@§��$ · Bl!Z�MEl*I · B�M�fm�� · B�gf.i�J:.£ffilli1!@�-� 

ti· 1,5Z;G��PD�it8 · il�flt&i*m�§� · PDJf��7 · �PD�it · ?*�1§�� · il��D� 

•·u•ru•·PDJf®�0��®�����·���m•���·���M��@ 

ffl·��PD*�IT�W·�-W$�IT�W· 

"Moreover, Ultimate-meaning-arising, I have taught people the same purest 
joy of the mind by practicing the precepts, but each sentient being has a different 
understanding and interpretation. Good gentleman, the Tathagata in an implied and 
subtle way teaches three kinds of non-selflessness: all beings have no self-nature, no 
birth and no extinction, and tranquil existence and nirvana are already in their nature. 
Some sentient brings have planted seeds of highest goodness, cleared all barriers, 
grown continuously, attained more and more understanding, and accumulated many 
positive merits and wisdom of the highest quality as nourishment. As these people 
listen to what I say, they understand correctly the very in-depth and subtle meaning 
without difficulty. With practice and cultivation based on this understanding they 
quickly attain ultimate wisdom, and recognize that what I firmly believe in is exactly 
the manifestation of Tathagata 's ultimate, perfect enlightenment. 

;5§��,1�81iJ:.6'1ri�1'N · Bm'@§��$ · Bl!Z�MEl*I · 8�1r�fm�� · *�gf.i�J:.o0offillit'!� 

MJUi · �'Ii�� · ����fl · �i-1.J§gJ�H�Jn:lr · rm:f 321:1: § %tf>Z 9J · i,5Z;G��PD� 

$8·�flt&��m§�·B•1.J�PDJfM7·���$��fmM·Hm'@ffl·ffl�� 

M�PD*�·��&�•�&��ttffi�·•%nm·:f-ar•�·��•�mrrmw· 

me�•··���ZMM7·��@MM�•9J·§�rmtt·�PO�§·���m� 

ft&?* · §�ititti�ft&i* · 'li1�PD*§g�7ii · �l=�flt�,P,ff§g��7 ° §�1�PD*�f,5Z1i 

tifl#M�'I� · f'ITit�!x: · §�1�PD*•�� % · flt�� %1®PD"tlPJJi · il�J!U�M�l§g�:fl&:� 

1�111� · �:M; • 5H� , :t!tOO , ifrE:ffi , M�1�tfl , '.W:§ffi1i\i\.� · �1®*§gtJ�1r�1E!HiIB1JD 

fr· ��il�flt&?*·W�?ff�§�:f§g®� · E8JltlZSJ� · 1,5Z§��,l��§gt�*ffillit'!�M=1i 

�ti ' il�1,5Z1El*l*!!Z����§girz�� 0 

"Some sentient beings have planted the best seeds of goodness, and also have 
cleared all obstacles to going further, have matured and grown continuously, have 
focused their efforts on understanding and believing, but have not been able to 
accumulate merits and wisdom of the highest level as nourishments. They have a 
straightforward personality. Though they are not able to make judgment and choose 
intelligently, they do not attach to their own erroneous points of view. They cannot 
fully understand the in-depth meaning my words imply, but they are whole-heartedly 

willing to learn and try to understand and believe. They start to develop a pure belief 
in truth, believe that the texts are the words taught by the Buddhas, and the very 
profound and subtle truth of emptiness is conveyed in them. They are aware that the 
truths included in the sutras are difficult to investigate, contemplate and understand. 
They are so subtle, elegant, detailed and comprehensive that only the most talented 
people can grasp them well. These people are humble and willing to stay with the truth 
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as expressed in the sutras. They say that the Buddhas' bodhi is the highest, and the 
Dharma nature of all beings is the highest as well. They say that these teachings can be 
really and fully understood by the Buddhas only, but not by the people like us. These 
talented people also say that what really concern the Buddhas are those sentient beings 
who are willing to learn the highest meaning of truth. For the sake of these people, the 
Buddhas turn the wheel of perfect Dharma (saddharma). In comparison with the 
Buddhas' limitless wisdom, ordinary people are just like footprints of an ox. These 
talented people say they are more than willing to sincerely and politely teach, write 
about, protect, read, spread, make offerings to, recite and review the sutras taught by 
the Buddhas. But, they say, they are not motivated enough, and therefore are unable to 
make additional efforts in cultivation. That is why they are unable to fully understand 
the hidden meaning implied in the Buddhas' words. However, through the special 
causes and conditions mentioned above, these sentient beings will increase in merits 
and wisdom, and will become mature through continuous growth. 

�§i&ff'lw , JJWUJ.¥7K�g1Ji�...t6'offi&it��;@jfll , 'l:1Jf:Jif@Jf:Jif@:�Ji , �lff :JJ�g,1�H¥JI 
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"Some sentient beings are not able to accumulate merits and wisdom of the 
highest level, and they are not straightforward in personality. They have abilities for 
making judgment and choice, but they indulge in an attachment to erroneous points of 
view. They have heard about the teachings, but they cannot fully and exactly 
understand the hidden meaning implied in my words. Though they believe and try to 
understand what I say, they attach to the surface meaning of words, and assert that all 
beings are without any self-nature, and state that all beings are definitely without birth 
and death, are definitely tranquil by nature, and therefore they are definitely in nirvana 
by nature. Due to these causes and conditions, they develop viewpoints that nothing is 
real or existent, and argue against the forms of universal attachment, dependent 
origination, and perfect realization. Why is it so? Universal attachment is set up based 
on the possibility of the dependent origination and perfect realization. If dependent 
origination and perfect realization are viewed as formless, they will argue against the 
form of universal attachment. That is why I said that they wrongly argue against these 
three forms of existence. Though they view the correct laws as correct laws, they 
mistake incorrect meanings as correct meanings. Because they believe and try to 
understand what I say, they develop and increase in merits and virtues, but because of 
their attachment to incorrect meanings, they become limited in wisdom, and thus 
further lose innumerable positive dharmas for cultivation. 

i�fifi'lw , i:t11Q�*1M · §�1t�1t , Jf:�m� · ;[§•�� · i&'IlfJ15-$'1tm15-$'1tfJt · fj-$'JJ::•c:p 
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••��·����•;�±%��m*••tt· 
"Furthermore, some sentient beings have heard from others who view the 

correct laws as correct, but mistake the incorrect meanings as correct. These sentient 

beings follow the incorrect viewpoints and also view the correct laws as correct, but 
mistake the incorrect meanings as correct. Due to these causes and conditions, their 
progress in learning the truth is slowed down. Some sentient beings do not follow the 
incorrect viewpoints, but they happen to hear the saying: 'All beings are without self
nature, they are without birth and death, and they are tranquil by nature and in nirvana'. 
After hearing this, they are shocked and assert that these sentences were given by evil 
spirits rather by the Buddhas. Guided by this misinterpretation, they start uttering 
slanderous words about the Buddhist sutras. Due to this misconception, they lose much 
of their merits and invite greater obstruction to their progress. Because of this, I will 
say that those who view all manifestations as nothing and regard misconduct as 
appropriate, will inevitably drive masses of people into greater obstacles to developing 
merits and wisdom. 
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"Good gentleman, some sentient beings have not planted good seeds, and have 

not cleared away their obstacles. They have not continued to grow and have not 
understood and believed very much. They have not accumulated merits and wisdom, 
and they are not straightforward either. They have the ability to make judgment and 
choose, but they indulge in an attachment to erroneous viewpoints. These people 
cannot fully and exactly understand the implied meaning in my words, they do not 
believe in the truth of beings either. They view and insist that correct conducts are 
wrong, truth is false, and state that these are given by evil spirits rather by the Buddhas. 
Because of this misconception, they start uttering slanderous words about the Buddhist 
sutras, and try to ruin them in all possible ways. They also oppose the people who 

believe and argue in favor of the sutras. They have many obstacles already, and due to 

this current action, more and greater obstacles of karma are added to them. The 

cumulative obstacles of karma drive them into limitless bondage in which they are 

stuck and from which they cannot easily get relief, even after a very long time. Good 
gentleman, I have taught all sentient beings the truth of positive Dharma in regard to 
the purest joy of mind included in the precepts I made, but different groups of sentient 
beings have varied understandings of my teachings." 
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At that moment the world-honored Buddha reiterated the same meaning in 

All kinds of beings are without self-nature. 
They are never born or die and are tranquil by nature. 
The self-nature of all beings is always in nirvana. 
To those who are wise, no words are really hidden. 
The ultimate meaning of manifestations is that 
All beings are without self-nature. 
This I have revealed in my teaching. 
Being unaware of the implied meaning given by the Buddhas, 
People will deviate from the correct path and will not move forward. 
For those who would like to follow purified ways, 
This is the only road and no other road is good enough. 
Therefore, I build up only one vehicle, 
Which each one can ride no matter what disposition he/she has. 
With innumerable sentient beings in all realms of life, 
Each individual is encouraged to reach peace and tranquility. 
Great compassion and courage are useful for enlightenment. 
It is invaluable to benefit other sentient beings and never give up. 
The flawless stage is subtle, elegant, and incredible. 
The liberation people attain is equal whether for one or the other. 
Once justice is done the suffering will last no more. 
Two different sayings of the same thing are permanency and happiness. 
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Then Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva said to the Buddha: "World
honored Buddha, the implied meanings of the Buddhas' words are incredible and rare. 
Their words are the most wonderful among the most wonderful things. They are the 
most fathomless among the most fathomless things. They are the most difficult for 
understanding among the most difficult things. Today, I understand what the world
honored Buddha has said about the correct meaning of being. We set up names and 
concepts for varied manifestations in the way of universal attachment, and assume 
them as aggregations of physical existent beings. We set up names and concepts for 
self-nature of beings and their characteristics, describing their arising and 
disappearance, and gain comprehensive knowledge for the permanent cessation of 
suffering. This is named the form of universal attachment. 
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"The world-honored Buddha thus asserts that the forms of all beings are 
selfless. As we contemplate on this universal attachment form, we discover the form of 
dependent origination. The world-honored Buddha thus asserts that all arising beings 
are selfless, and acclaims this selflessness as the ultimate meaning. Now I understand 
what the world-honored Buddha has said, realizing that beings and their phenomena of 
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universal attachment are not real, and recognizing that the selflessness is the true and 
pure reality. This realization is named 'perfect realization of the world'. The world
honored Buddha has acclaimed this selflessness as the ultimate meaning of beings. 
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"The Buddha has also talked widely about other aggregations in addition to 
the aggregation of physical beings mentioned above. He has even expanded his talks to 
cover widely the twelve meeting places of perceptual contact, the twelve chains of life 
cycle, the four kinds of nutrients, the six realms, and the eighteen realms. Now I 
understand what the Buddha has said. As we set up language and concepts to explain 
the reality of suffering in the way of universal attachment, and gain the comprehensive 

knowledge of the suffering, its nature as well as its different appearances, we are in the 
category of universal attachment. As we reflect on this, we discover the law of 
dependent origination. The world-honored Buddha thus asserts that all beings are 
selfless, and acclaims this as the ultimate meaning. Now, I understand what the world
honored Buddha has said about the truth. As we investigate the varied manifestations 
of universal attachment and realize that they are false, we come to grips with perfect 

realization, which is the purest reality without self-nature. The world-honored Buddha 
thus acclaims this the ultimate meaning of selflessness. 
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"All other realities should be widely taught in addition to the reality of 
suffering. Besides the noble paths, all other ways, such as mindfulness, cessation of 
suffering through correct thinking, concentration through four powers, 1 five roots of 
ability, 2 five abilities, 3 seven methods of awakening, 4 and thirty seven ways of 
cultivation,5 should also be widely taught. Now I understand what the Buddha has said 
about truth. We may create names and concepts for correct concentration as well as for 

its subject and objects in the way of universal attachment, and by this means we cause 
correct cultivation to happen and once it has happened make it more powerful and 
stable. Do not forget the continuous efforts needed to enrich and improve you, either 
for your self-nature or varied manifestations. This is also named universal attachment. 

The world-honored Buddha has thus accordingly asserted that all beings do not have 
any self-nature. 
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"As we contemplate on the perception and cognition that produce universal 

attachment, we come to grips with dependent origination. The world-honored Buddha 
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has accordingly claimed that the nature of the arising of beings is selfless, and this is 
also the ultimate meaning of selflessness. Now, I understand what the Buddha has said 
about truth. As we investigate the perception and cognition that produce universal 

attachment, we come to realize that universal attachment is not real at all, and this law 

of selflessness that works as conditions for pure reality of is named perfect realization. 
The world-honored Buddha has thus claimed the ultimate proposition that all beings 

are selfless. 
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"World-honored Buddha, it is like the medicine named Pishibu that may be 

used in various other medicines. It may not only be compatible with other medicines, 

but also make them more effective. The Buddha's perfect teachings that all beings are 

selfless, that they are not born nor dead, and that they are by nature tranquil and in 

nirvana, will be added to all imperfect theories, not only to be compatible with them, 

but also to perfect them. 
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"World-honored Buddha, it is like a primer used for painting in either green, 

or yellow, red and white. It will not only be compatible with the painting but also make 

it even more brilliant and resplendent. So are the Buddha's perfect teachings that all 
beings are by nature not real and they are by nature tranquil and always in nirvana. 

These teachings are not only compatible with the imperfect theories but also make 

them more perfect and persuasive. World-honored Buddha, it is like yogurt that is used 

to mix with other tasty meals. Cookies and fruits, for instance, remain distinct but also 

become more delicious. In the same manner the Buddha's widely taught perfect 

teachings on the selfless, in-nirvana nature of beings make the imperfect theories more 

acceptable as his teachings are added to them. World-honored Buddha, like the vast 

empty space that is not an obstacle to all existent beings, so the Buddha's widely 
taught perfect teachings on the selfless, in-nirvana nature of beings are never obstacle 

to people achieving Sravaka, Pratyeka-buddha, or Mahayana cultivation." 
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After this speech, the world-honored Buddha praised the Ultimate-meaning

arisi ng Bodhisattva and said: "Excellent, excellent, what a gentleman. Now you 

understand the subtle meanings implied by the Buddha's words, and again you can 

interpret in similes, such as medicine, prime colors for painting, yogurt for food, and 

vast space. Ultimate-meaning-arising, these are absolutely correct. These are what you 
must follow and practice." 
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At that time, Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva again told the Buddha: 
"World-honored Buddha, at the time when you just attained enlightenment, you began 
to turn the wheel of correct Dharma by teaching those with Sravaka inclination the 
four noble truths at Deer Park, where five hundred flying celestial beings once fell. 
Your teachings at that time were wonderful and rare (precious, unique), but people in 

this world and all celestial beings at first could not follow what you taught. What you 
taught at that time was not ultimate truth and thus invited arguments and provided 
room for more perfect and ultimate teaching to come later. 
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"World-honored Buddha, during the second period of your teaching career, you 

turned the wheel of Dharma by teaching through a hidden way those with Mahayana 
inclination the notion that all beings are selfless, tranquil by nature, and in nirvana by 
nature. Your teachings at that time were wonderful and rare (precious, unique), but 
still were not ultimate truth, and thus invited argument and provided room for more 
perfect and ultimate teachings to come later. 
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"World-honored Buddha, now it is the third period of your teaching career, you 
are turning the wheel of correct Dharma for all kinds of inclinations. You are now 
teaching in a significant way that all beings are selfless, without birth and death, 
tranquil by nature, and in nirvana by nature. Your current teachings are the most 
wonderful and most precious. They are perfect and ultimate. They will not invite any 
argument, and cannot be surpassed by any other ideas. 
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"World-honored Buddha, if good gentlemen and ladies listen to what you teach, 
understand, write about, protect, give offerings to, propagate, recite, practice, and 
contemplate reasonably on what you teach, and add more efforts to their practice and 
self-cultivation, then how much can they benefit and what kinds of merits can they 
gain from doing these?" 
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After this speech, the Buddha told Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva: 
"Ultimate-meaning-arising, the benefit and merits these good gentlemen and ladies 
gain will be innumerable and difficult to describe. Let me explain roughly to you. It is 
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like dust in the paw in comparison with the soil of the entire earth. The former is much 
smaller than one hundredth, one thousandth, one hundred thousandth, or one 
upanisadam-api6 of the latter. It is also like the water contained in an ox's footprint in 
comparison with the water contained in four seas. The former is much smaller than 
one hundredth, or one upanisandam-api of the latter. The same is the case for all non
ultimate and imperfect meanings of teaching. The merits and benefit people gain from 
learning, understanding, and practicing based on added efforts will be much less than 

one hundredth, even less than one upanisandami-api of the merits and benefits gained 
from learning, understanding and practicing the perfect and ultimate meanings of the 
teaching." 
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After this speech, Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva again asked the 
Buddha: "World-honored Buddha, what name should we give to this understanding
profound-and-fathomless Dharma-gate? How should we follow and practice this 

Dharma-gate?" The Buddha answered Ultimate-meaning-arising Bodhisattva: "Good 
gentleman, we may name this Dharma-gate the ultimate meaning of perfect teaching. 
It is exactly this ultimate meaning of perfect teaching that you should follow and 

practice." When the Buddha was giving this perfect teaching of ultimate meaning, six 
hundred thousand sentient beings were inspired to pursue anuttara-samyak-sambodhi,7 

three hundred thousand Sravakas relieved themselves from defilements and attained 
dharmacaksu-visuddha,8 one hundred fifty thousand Sravakas were permanently freed 
from all kinds of flaws, and seventy five thousand Bodhisattvas attained the stage of 
anutpattika-dharma-ksanti.9 

Notes 

1 The four powers here indicate intention, will, diligence, and investigation. 

2 The five roots of ability include the roots of trust, diligence, will, meditation, and intelligence. 

3 The five abilities are trust, diligence, will, meditation, and intelligence. 

4 The seven methods of awakening are mindfulness, correct choice, diligence, joy, peacefulness 

and tranquility, concentration, and renunciation. 

5 The thirty-seven ways of cultivation comprise four places of mindfulness, four correct paths 

of diligence, five roots of abilities, five abilities, seven methods of awakening, and eightfold 
correct path. 

6 Upanisadam-api is Sanskrit and means an extremely small number. 

7 Anuttara-samyak-sambodhi is Sanskrit and means the ultimate, perfect, and correct 
enlightenment. 

8 Dharmasaksu-visuddha is Sanskrit and means a pure and perfect vision of truth. 

9 Anutpattika-dharma-ksanti is Sanskrit and means a stage of understanding that all beings are 

selfless and abide in a state without birth and death. 
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